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The analytical expression for the pressure field behind -an arbitrary plane shock-wave which 
encounters a curved boundary at nearly glancing incidence has been obtained. The pressure dis- 
tribution on the surface for different shocks is calculated and compared with that of a wedge. 
When a shock wave advancipg over a plane surface meets a bend, the phenonnrnon of 
diffraction takes place. The non-uniform region-behind the diffracted shook is of interest. 
Begmmnl has oossidered the intermtion of normal shock with a small bend. He has 
linearized the basic equation8 by assuming that the flow in the non-uniform region is 
irrotational. Lighthill2 has investigated the prob1e.n of diffraction of nor,nal blasts by a 
wedge. He hay taken into account the rotationality of flow in the ~OP-unif0r.n region which 
is physically more consistent. Ting & Lud.loff3 have dsalt with a blast passing over a surfme 
of an arbitrary flat structure. Their .nethod is .nore general than that of Lighthill. S.nyrP 
has considered the ixpact of a shock wave on a supersonic aerofoil utilizing Lighthill's2 
theory. Pack 5 has given a detailed review on problems relating to diffraction and reflection 
of shock waves. Srivastava6J has extended Lighthill's theory to the case of oblique 
shock wave. In this work the theory of Ting & LudloP has  bee^ applied to obtain 
the pressure field behind a normal shock wave of arbitrary strength which has . 
encountered a curved boundary (parabolic shape) at nearly glancing incidence. 
Let a plane shock of any strength be dvmced (Fig. 1) over the suzface of a two- . 
dimensional curved boundary [ y = f .x, 1. The small perturbation theory applied 
to the wn-unif0n.n region enclosed by the rigid boundary, diffracted shock and 
k h  oircle leads to the wave equation3: 
- 
7 
The problem now is to solve equation (1) 
under the given initial and boundary oon- 
DENSITY - Po Boecndary and Initial Colulitim in pill 
SOUND SPEED - Co (i) On the incident slbock front : 
(" (s = Ut, y > 0, t )  =. 0 (2) 
Fig. 1-Simplified model of shock-curved 
boundary interaction. 
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6)1 and Sh, are functions of M and Y _  as defined in an earlier papere. 
i 
(ii) C h  the wall : The shape of the oultved. boundary is given by 
where t is small and xl - s + (Uo  - U )  t. Equation (3) represents a parabola of 
very large latus reotum (216) with vertex at the origin. 
m0n 
f'(x1) = $1 7 
f" (x l )  = 1 1 x1 ' O (4) 
a d  f" ( X I )  = 0 for xl < o (5) 
where the pEime means the diffemtiabion with respect to the whole argument. 
Tharefore, 
w ( ' ) ( x  < Ut, y = 0,t) = - ( U o -  U )  f'(%) (6) 
U~ing equation of motion in vc3) we get 
pr"'(Z < U ~ , ~ = O , ~ ) = ~ ( U ~ - U ) ~ ~ [ X + ( U , - ~ ) ~ ]  (7) 
where H is the Heaviside unit step function. 
(&a) or6 tiae mach shck : 
pl l )=O as i / x z + $  + a, (8) 
(h) Initial conditions : 
I p'l' (31 < Ut, y 2 0, t 4 0) = 0 (9) 
@(I' (a 4 Ut, y 3 0, 1 4 0) = 0 (10) 
- 
I A N A L Y T I C  S O L U T I O N  
Using the method given in referenoe 3 we get the perturbed pressure in the non- 
uniform region as 
-- - 
- - - +A0 S',y H 1 a ( 7 + - V ) l s  
p(') (x ,  y, t )  = - lr 
- 
K (7, 6)  
0 
- 
x  - [(t - ,)a - y2 14 
- - - -  
~ h l a 4 A ~ , ~ , d , & A ~ , ~ ~ & d  a m  k n o ~ ~ ~  frmotionsdU, U,o and Y a 
1 
given in d m e  8, g, i, 'i aw h t e  ooordinates and 
K(T,€) = [(;-r)a- (2-&3--yB]t . 
0s intqpt'ion, qn. (11) gives - 
where 1 
* i 1,a-A,tI - Mi = 00s- 1 for & < 1 
d m  + (Xis - 1) p]t 
- cash- 1 I ~ - 4 t  I 
- d A Z  for Xi > 1, f i & a  + (x: - 1) I* 
- - - - 
, N i  = [ r i a - y a p  cos-1Q forrc> y 
i 
- i - -  
= [2 - ria 1 eosh-l Q for y > ri, 
\ 
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Fig. 3-The pressure distribution on the wall for Pig. &-The plvessure distribution on the wall 
p/p, = 7 3036, The solid curve is for the curved for p/p, = 10. The solid curve is for the 
boundary and the broken curve is for the curved boundary and the broken curve s 
wedge. for the wedge. I 
- - - -  
and ri= t-Aix.  
N U N E R I C A L  R E S U L T S  
The pressure distribution on the surface of the boundaryhaa been calculated for 
different shocks (PIP,, = 3, 7.3076, 10) and the results are illustrated by Pigs. 2, 3 and 4. 
The curves showing pressure distribution on wedge for corresponding shocks are given 
for compariso~. 
It has bees found that the perturbed pressure at the leading edge of the m v e d  
boundary is finite when the relative airflow behind the shock is subsouic. This is due to 
the fact that thm is zero slope at the qoint. This has been confir:ned by Prof. L. Ting 
of New York lhiversity in a personal communication. 
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